
Saving Democracy From The Managerial Elite
Democracy is under threat from the managerial elite. This elite, composed
of unelected bureaucrats and corporate executives, has increasingly
concentrated power in its own hands, undermining the democratic process.

This article examines the threats posed by the managerial elite and
proposes solutions to protect democracy.

The managerial elite has emerged as a dominant force in society over the
past few decades. This is due to a number of factors, including:
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The growth of the bureaucratic state

The increasing power of corporations

The decline of traditional sources of authority, such as religion and the
military
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The managerial elite is composed of individuals who have received
advanced degrees in business or public administration. They typically work
in high-level positions in government, business, and non-profit
organizations.

The managerial elite is not accountable to the public. They are not elected
and they do not have to answer to voters. This gives them a great deal of
power, which they can use to advance their own interests.

The managerial elite poses a number of threats to democracy, including:

They are not accountable to the public. As mentioned above, the
managerial elite is not elected and they do not have to answer to
voters. This gives them a great deal of power, which they can use to
advance their own interests.

They are not representative of the public. The managerial elite is
composed of a small number of individuals who are highly educated
and wealthy. They do not represent the diversity of the population, and
their interests are often at odds with the interests of the majority of
people.

They are insulated from the consequences of their decisions. The
managerial elite lives in a bubble, surrounded by other elites. They are
not exposed to the same risks and challenges as the rest of the
population. This makes them less likely to understand the needs of the
people they are supposed to serve.

They are beholden to special interests. The managerial elite relies
on corporate donations and grants to fund their activities. This makes
them beholden to special interests, which can influence their decisions.



There are a number of solutions that can be implemented to protect
democracy from the managerial elite, including:

Increase public participation in decision-making. The best way to
counter the power of the managerial elite is to increase public
participation in decision-making. This can be done through a variety of
means, such as:

Holding public hearings on important issues

Allowing citizens to vote on initiatives

Creating citizen advisory boards

Elect more progressive candidates. Progressive candidates are
more likely to be responsive to the needs of the people and to
challenge the power of the managerial elite.

Support organizations that challenge the managerial elite. There
are a number of organizations that are working to challenge the power
of the managerial elite. These organizations need our support.

Educate the public about the threats posed by the managerial
elite. It is important to educate the public about the threats posed by
the managerial elite. This can be done through a variety of means,
such as:

Writing articles and books

Giving speeches

Organizing protests



Democracy is under threat from the managerial elite. However, there are a
number of solutions that can be implemented to protect democracy. By
increasing public participation in decision-making, electing more
progressive candidates, supporting organizations that challenge the
managerial elite, and educating the public about the threats posed by the
managerial elite, we can save democracy.
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Killing A King: The Assassination Of Yitzhak
Rabin And The Remaking Of Israel
## The Assassination Of Yitzhak Rabin And The Remaking Of Israel ## **
An Event That Reshaped a Nation's Destiny ** On an autumn evening in
1995, a single shot shattered...
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Death in Benin: Where Science Meets Voodoo
In the West African nation of Benin, death is not simply the end of life. It
is a complex and mysterious process that is believed to involve both the
physical and spiritual...
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